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 The Quantitative Theory of Money antd Prices. By the RIGHT
 HON. LORD FARRER. Gold Standard Defence Association
 Pamphlet. No. 29. (London: Cassel. January 1898.)
 FOR many weary years I have been expecting a period when the
 more intelligent gold standardists and bimetallists would be able to
 agree about the theory of the subject, and would only dispute about
 things which are really open to dispute, such as so-called facts. I
 believe that at last this period is approaching. Hitherto the Gold
 Standard Defence Association has always pandered to the besotted
 man of business who has got so much into the habit of reckoning by
 the pQund sterling, that he is simply incapable of seeing, that the value
 of the sovereign may, and unless there is a miraculous series of coin-
 cidences must, vary from year to year. But now Lord Farrer is allowed
 to say, in all the glory of thick type: " The market value of the
 gold contained in a sovereign depends on the market value of gold:
 that value depends on the supply (or in other words, the available
 quantity) of gold, and the demand for gold. Quantity of gold does,
 therefore, affect the standard or unit of value, and in that way
 affects all prices." And in ordinary type he says-which is plainer-
 "if the aggregate demand of the world for gold increases in a greater
 proportion than the supply of gold in the world, the value of the gold
 sovereign increases and gold prices fall." This recognition of the fact
 that 123 grains of standard gold stamped at the Mint is liable to changes
 of value like 123 tons of pig iron is a great advance, and inspires me
 with hope for the future. But we must not be too sanguine. Lord
 Farrer proceeds to argue that the sovereign has not risen, but has
 probably fallen in value since the Hegira of bimetallism. Whether
 this is so or not I do not care in the least-at any rate at the present
 time. It is a question of fact; and to the enquirer into theory nothing
 is more tedious and irrelevant than facts. But how does Lord Farrer
 attempt to prove his thesis? If he fell into a dispute with some one
 about the price of wheat in 1748 and 1898 he would doubtless en-
 deavour to get his opponent to agree on some standard of value, and
 then show him what the values were when reckoned in that standard at
 the two dates. But in regard to the 123 grains of gold he adopts quite
 a different course. Instead of fixing on a standard and finding what
 was the value of gold in that standard in 1873 and 1897, he insists on
 enquiring into the gold supply and demand and deducing the change in
 value from the results of that enquiry. Imagine any one trying to
 prove that wheat had risen or fallen in value between 1748 and 1898
 by an investigation into the amounts produced and the habits of the
 people with regard to diet ! If I want to know now whether the price
 of bicycles will be higher or lower in 1899 than in 1898, I must be
 content to consider demand and supply; but if I want to know whether
 they are higher or lower in 1898 than in 1897, I. shall certainly prefer
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 to compare the price lists. Lord Farrer's procedure is exactly like that
 of the man who tries to find out whether it is raining by a careful in-
 spection of the clouds and the barometer, instead of looking in the
 puddles and putting his hand out of the window.
 In following this exceedingly roundabout route, Lord Farrer soon
 loses his way. About the produce of gold there is not (though I should
 think there might well be) any dispute, so he devotes hinself to en-
 -deavouring to show that the demand for gold has diminished owing to
 the development of the banking machinery absurdly called "1 credit."
 And what is the evidence for this ? Not that Lord Farrer, nor I, nor
 any single person in the world, or any single institution, does actually
 -demand, get, and keep a smaller average stock of gold, but that the
 payments through the London Clearing House have increased from
 -P5,000,000,000 to ?7,500,000,000! The figures, by the way, are not so
 big in relation to gold exchanges as they are commonly supposed to be.
 There is, as Lord Farrer says, about -C100,000,000 of gold coin in the
 country, and if (as he does not say) each coin on the average changes
 hands once a week, the amounts paid by gold in the year will be
 65,200,000,000. But, big or little, the figures have as much to do with
 the controversy as the number of gallons of water annually used in
 London. The fact that the exchanges which are made without passing
 gold from hand to hand are growing in volume cannot by any possibility
 show that less gold is required. These exchanges may obviously grow
 without any diminution in the exchanges in which gold is passed from
 hand to hand, and, what is more, a diminution in the exchanges in
 which gold is passed from hand to hand does not necessarily prove a
 diminution in the quantity of gold required. How long will it be
 before currency writers grasp the simple fact that a person's average
 -demand for coin varies with the average amount he finds it convenient to
 keep by him ? If Lord Farrer in 1873 kept an average of ?1O in his
 pocket and now keeps less, then, and then only, he is entitled to say
 that his demand for gold has diminished. And so also of every other
 person and institution; if he can show that their average stocks of gold
 all taken and summed up together are less than they were, he is en-
 titled to say that the total deaiand for gold has diminished. As to in-
 dividual persons, he would find that while the increase of banking and
 investment facilities has diminished some stocks (e.g. quarterly hoards
 to pay rent), other stocks have increased, and others still have come
 into existence because some of the people who had small stocks before
 have become rich enough to hold the maximum amount which is con-
 venient, and other people who had no stocks before have become rich
 enough to have small stocks. As to institutions, he would only have
 to turn to the pamphlet of Mr. Ottomar Haupt, which he quotes as an
 authority, to find that the stocks of the great State banks have
 increased enormously.
 It is true that Mr. Ottomar Haupt, and the Gold Standard Defence
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 Association generally, suppose that because the great banks are willing
 -to give gold in exchange for notes, which are exactly equal in value to
 gold and more convenient for purposes of currency, therefore their
 stocks of gold are for sale and must consequently cheapen gold, but
 this is an elementary blunder obvious to any one who has been properly
 -grounded in the rudiments of economics and not been corrupted by the
 misleading metaphors of the money market. How did Russia ac-
 cumulate her enormous stock of gold? She bought it with other
 goods or borrowed it from investors who bought it with other goods.
 'Certainly Lord Farrer, and perhaps even Mr. Ottomar Haupt, will
 .admit that to give other goods for gold increases the value of gold
 -in relation to other goods. By accumulating her stock of gold, then,
 Russia raised the value of gold. If she were willing to dissipate the
 stock again by buying other goods with it, she would only undo the
 effects of her previous action. But the Russian government is not
 willing to part with the stock in exchange for anything except rouble
 .notes. The Russians, like every other people which has the choice,
 prefer light paper to heavy gold, and decline to make the exchange, so
 -that the offer of the government to make it comes to nothing. But
 supposing the Russians were as silly as those few of Her Majesty's
 -subjects who reside in England and Wales are falsely represented to
 .be by the bankers who prevent them from having one-pound and teli-
 shilling notes, what would happen? Simply that the stock of gold at
 ipresent held by the Russian government would become a stock of gold
 used (and rubbed) by the Russian people. To say, then, that the
 *existence of a large stock of gold at St. Petersburg shows that gold is
 cheap is palpably absurd.
 I do not for a moment believe that even the Gold Standard Defence
 Association can bring about bimetallism, but I would warn it and its
 supporters that as long as gold standardists go on preventing economies
 in the use of gold in this country, and persuading Austria, Russia, India
 and every other foolish country to waste their substance by collect-
 ing hoards of gold far beyond what is necessary for securing a gold
 standard, and even by introducing that relic of barbarism, a metallic
 currency for large sums, so long will the bimetallic agitation continue.
 EDWIN CANNAN
 Report of the Commission appointed to enquire into the Expediency
 of Revising and Amending the Laws of the Commonwealth [of
 Massachusetts] relating to Taxation. (Boston; Wright and
 Potter, State Printers. 1897.)
 THIS will be a very interesting book to all British persons who
 -have racked their brains to imagine the nature of the local taxation of
 purely personal property said to exist in the United States.
 The chief financial resource of Massachusetts, as of the other
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